
 
 
 
 

 
Small   Business   Ad   2020  

 
What:     A   film   that   captures   your   voice/story   and   uses   it   to   get   the   government   to   act   NOW   to   save   small   businesses.  
 
Why   you:     Because   we   believe   the   most   powerful   way   to   get   Congress   to   act   is   to   hear   from   real   business   owners.    Their   stores,   in  
their   words.  
 
How:     Because   of   Covid,   our   limited   budget,   and   the   quick   turnaround,   we   need   YOU   to   be   your   own   filmmaker,   capturing   your   own  
story   on   your   mobile   device   and   sending   it   to   us   to   edit.  
 
 
  



Instructions   to   SMALL   BIZ   OWNERS   /   FILMING:  
 
It's   EASY:     Don't   worry.   You   don't   need   to   be   Spielberg.   We   just   want   the   raw   answers   to   a   few   basic   questions   and   some   imagery   of  

your   store   /   life.   Here's   a   quick   rundown   on   how   to   do   this.  
 
1)      A   good   camera.    Try   and   use   the   best   phone   you   can   to   film.   In   most   cases,   that's   the   newest   Iphone11.   If   you   don't   have   one,  
maybe   a   friend   does.   In   either   case   try   to   get   the   best   mobile   filming   device   you   can.  
 
2)      Prepping   phone/camera.     Clean   your   lens!   Use   a   shirt   and   get   the   gook   off.    Turn   on   video   camera.   If   using   an   Iphone   you   can  
click   on   the   top   right   to   change   your   settings.   You   want   it   to   read   "4K   24"    that's   the   highest   resolution.  
 
3)    Setting.     Try   and   place   yourself   in   a   background   that   tells   your   story.    At   the   cash   register,   or   behind   the   bar   of   a   cafe   if   you're   a  
cafe   owner.    Your   face   will   take   up   most   of   the   image   but   see   if   the   background   can   help   tell   your   story,   moving   yourself   around   until  
you   see   the   visually   interesting   things   that   help   us   to   know   where   we   are.    LIGHT   is   also   important   here.   Try   and   find   natural   light,  
through   windows   if   possible   and   place   yourself   close   to   that   light   so   you're   evenly   lit   and   everything   is   bright   enough   for   a   nice,   sharp,  
well   lit   image.  
 
4)      Sound.     The   phone   needs   to   be   within   4-5   feet   of   your   face   to   sound   good   -   so   selfie   mode   really   works   well   for   this.   But   do   your  
best   to   make   sure   things   are   QUIET   around   you.   If   it's   your   store,   make   sure   it's   quiet,   and   the   doors   are   closed.   No   air   conditioning  
running.   No   music   in   the   background,   just   as   quiet   as   it   can   possibly   be.   If   there   are   other   workers   or   people   around   you,   that's   cool,  
but   make   sure   they   are   quiet   while   you   talk.  
 
5)    How   to   shoot   -     In   "selfie   mode"   extend   your   arm   as   far   out   as   you   comfortably   can,   keep   your   arm   steady,   look   into   the   camera  
deliver!   Below   are   example   frames.    *IMPORTANT   -   ALWAYS   SHOOT   HORIZONTAL!      It’s   okay   to   move   around,    its   ok   if   the  
camera   isn’t   super   steady,   we   like   the   movement   and   feel   of   you   SHOOTING   YOURSELF.  



         
       Questions   to   Answer   on   Camera:  

 
We   want   you   to   answer   the   following    questions .    Be   real,   raw   and   emotional.   Imagine   you're   talking   to   a   friend.   Don't   censor  
yourself.   Just   let   it   rip.   The   stakes   for   small   business   owners   right   now   are   HIGH,   so   don't   be   afraid   to   be   urgent,   emotional,  
passionate,   etc.  
 
I’d   recommend   shooting   each   of   these   as   original   clips   so   that   they   can   be   sent   easier.   
 

1) Why   is   your   business   important   to   your   town   /   the   world   /   you  
(   eg.   my   pizza   is   important   because   it   feeds   your   soul!   )  
 

2)   How   were   you   affected   by   Covid  
        (eg.    covid   completely   destroyed   how   we   were   doing   business…)  
 

3)   What   will   happen   to   you   if   your   business   doesn’t   get   help?  
(eg.   If   we   dont   get   help   we   will   have   to   close   our   doors...)  

  
4) What   would   you   tell   congress   /   why   are   small   businesses   important   to   america  

 
 
 
 
  



HOW   TO   UPLOAD   FOOTAGE   :  
 
FOR   IPHONE.  

open   the   Photos   app,   tap   “Select,”   and   then   tap   the   images   you   want   to   share.  

 
 
 
Tap   the   Share   button.  

 
 
 
Next,   tap   “Copy   iCloud   Link.”  

 



 
 
 

A   unique   iCloud   link   for   all   the   photos   and   videos   you   selected   is   copied   to   the   clipboard.  

Open   any   messaging   app   and   tap   and   hold   in   the   text   box.   Tap   “Paste”   to   paste   the   iCloud   link,   and   then   tap   the   Send  
button   to   share   the   link.  

 
 

 
 
 

When   the   recipient   taps   the   link,   she   can   view   and   download   all   the   photos   and   videos   at   full   resolution.   iCloud   links   are  
valid   for   one   month.    



FOR   ANDROID:  

Samsung   Galaxy   phone.  

1. Open   your   phone’s   photo   gallery   app.   Samsung   users   should   look   for   “Gallery”   and   stock   Android   users   should  
look   for   “Photos”   (aka   Google   Photos).   Other    phone    manufacturers   will   follow   similar   naming.  
  

2. Find   the   video   you   want   to   share.   The   simplest   way   to   do   this   is   to   scroll   through   your   mix   of   photos   and   videos.  
Some   apps   also   let   you   do   a   search   for   the   word   “video,”   which   will   filter   and   show   only   that   specific    file    type.  
  

3. Long-press   on   that   video.   In   some   apps,   a   text   menu   will   pop   up;   choose    Share .   In   other   apps,   you’ll   need   to   find   the  
Share   icon   and   tap   on   it.   (It   looks   like   the   letter   “V”   with   dots,   rotated   clockwise   to   the   right.)  
  

4. You   can   choose   to   share   a   link   directly   to   an   app,   or   to   copy   the   link.   The   former   saves   a   little   time   if   you   have   only  
one   recipient,   while   the   latter   is   more   helpful   if   want   to   paste   the   URL   in   several   chat   windows   and/or   apps.  
  

5. If   you   choose   to   share   directly   to   an   app,   select   the   app   from   the   options   shown   in   the   menu—typically   it   will   be   a  
chat   or   email   app.  
  

6. If   you   create   a   link,   it’ll   get   copied   to   your   phone’s   clipboard,   and   now   you   can   manually   navigate   to   the   app(s)   you  
want   to   paste   it   into.   Fire   away!  

 

 
 


